
Glossary of Sanskirt Terms

This glossary contains some key Sanskrit words and the definitions are not extensive. The 

number after the word is the page:column:position in column of the word in the Monier-

Williams Sanskrit-English Dictiionary and it suggested the full definition be considered 

when trying to understand the usage in this text.

adhikaraṇa 20:3:1 a topic, subject, a category, (in philosophy) a substratum

Āgama 129:3:2  coming near, approaching; traditional doctrine or precept, anything 

handed down and fixed by tradition.

Āntaḥkaraṇa 43:1:5  the seat of thought and feeling, the thinking faculty

bahirddhā 726:3:10 outward, outside of or away from

bandha 720:3:6 binding, tying

avirakta  109:3:3  not indifferent, attached to 

citta 395:3:4 noticed, aimed at, longed for

duḥkhānta 483:3:3  the end of pain or trouble, the final emancipation

kaivalyā  311:3:8 perfect isolation, detachment from all other connections

kalā 261:1:5.6 (with Pasupatas); the elements of the gross or physical world.

karaṇa 254:1:2 doing, making, effecting, causing

kāraṇa 274:2:5 cause, reason; instrument, means; motive, origin 

kārya 276:1:7 to be made or done, practised or performed, effect, result 

mūḍha 825:2:5 stupified, bewildered, perplexed, confused

nāma 536:1:3 by name

nirañjana 539:2:4 unpainted, pure, simple 

paś 611:2:5 to see, behold

pāśa 623:3:3 noose

prakāśa    manifest

pramāṇa 685:3:6 standard, measure

pramitiḥ 686:1:9 Correct notion, knowledge gained or established by pramāṇa ((standard, 

measure)) or proof

pratyakṣa 674:2:9 present before the eyes, visible, perceptible, immediate

samādhi 1159:3:5 place or put together, bringing into harmony

saṃvit (saṃvid) 1115:2.1  consciousness, intellect, knowledge

Tāntra 436:1:10 a loom, the warp, the leading or principal or essential part, model, type



uddeśa 188:1:10 the act of pointing to or at, direction, ascertainment, exemplification

vi 949:3:5 (prob. for an original dvi meaning 'in two parts;' as opposed to sam q.v.) apart, 

asunder, in different directions, to and fro

vidya 963:3:10 knowledge, science, learning, scholarship, philosophy

virakta 982:1:7 averse, indifferent to, arousing no interest

viśeṣa 990:2:10 distinction, difference between, characteristic difference

vistara 1001:3:2 exstensive, long(as a story), extension


